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For questions (1-17) choose the correct option to 
fill in the blanks. 

1 Henry: Is canoeing difficult? 

 Mary:  It’s                           , but not too difficult.

 A a bit challenging B very much

 C really hard   D more difficult

2                        is my favourite sport, because   
 exploring the darkness is mysterious and    
 exciting. 

 A Caving    B Free running 

 C Canoeing   D Diving

3 I’m really into kayaking. It’s great fun and    
                                                          .

 A I would rather go rafting 

 B it’s a kind of indoor sport 

 C it keeps me fit 

 D it’s embarrassing

4 Sam:                                                                  ?

     James: Because I love being outdoors.

 A Are you a fan of motor racing

 B What do you prefer doing at the weekend

 C Why do you go skateboarding every day

 D Would you rather do outdoor sports than   
  be indoors

5 Karen: What does the word "heart-stopping"   
 mean?

  Helen: It means                                                   .

 A extremely shocking or exciting

 B a basic medical treatment

 C the state of being hurtful

 D something is fun and entertaining

6 Alice: We are going rafting at the weekend.   
 Would you like to join us? 

    Ridge: No, thanks.                                                .

 A Rafting is my favourite activity

 B I’m not really into extreme sports

 C I’ll pick you up on Saturday

 D We want to try rafting

7 I would rather try rock climbing than ice    
 climbing, because I think it’s                            .

 A ridiculous   B less entertaining 

 C less dangerous  D unbearable

8 I’d rather go rafting, because it is                      .

 A less enjoyable than the other extreme sports

 B less interesting than kayaking or waterskiing

 C easier than canoeing

 D more entertaining than the other water sports

9 Kathy: What kind of sports do you like? 

 Mary: I like bungee jumping and rafting. 

 Kathy:                                                    .

 Mary: Oh, yes, I do.

 A So, you like extreme sports

 B Rafting is dangerous

 C Extreme sports are fun

 D I’d rather do bungee jumping

10 Samantha: I’m going to try hang-gliding. Do   
 you think it’s fun?

     Pamela: No! I’m afraid of heights.                     .

 A I think it’s dangerous

 B That sounds exciting

 C I’d rather try it

 D It’s fascinating
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11 If you want to do an extreme sport, you have   
 to wear                              to protect your head.

 A a first aid kit  B a helmet 

 C ankle guards  D comfortable trainers

12 Jimmy: Why don’t you buy a motorcycle? 

      William: Oh, no. I prefer cycling, because it is   
                                     .

 A the most boring sport   

 B dangerous

 C an extreme sport

 D safer

13 People who enjoy dangerous sports, like sky   
 diving, are called                            seekers.

 A tourism    B adrenaline

 C extreme    D activity

14 Steven: I went kayaking last week. 

      Mandy: Really? Who were you with? 

      Steven:                                                           .

 A It’s not a dangerous sport

 B In the afternoon

 C I did it in Fethiye, Turkey

 D Some mates from school

15 

 A Tips to make delicious food.

 B Tips to do extreme sports.

 C Tips to have a fast Internet connection.

 D Tips to have a good vacation.

16 Hillary:                                                               ?

      Betsy: I like trying different sports. I usually   
 do scuba diving, windsurfing and rafting.

 A What do you do when you are on vacation

 B Why do you prefer doing indoor sports

 C What kind of hotels do you prefer staying at

 D How often do you swim in the pool

17 If you are interested in extreme sports, you   
 shouldn’t forget to buy a                                for   
 yourself in case you get injured.

 A first-aid kit   B pair of shoes

 C good snowboard D parachute

18 Cathy: What do you need to do this sport?

      Simon:                                                     .

 Which of the following is not suitable to fill   
 in the blank?

 A Just a board  

 B A pair of trainers

 C A lot of expensive equipment

 D Either in summer or winter

19 Philip: Are you an adrenaline seeker?

 Gina: Oh, no, I’m not. I think                                .

 Which of the following is not suitable to fill   
 in the blank?

 A it’s difficult and tiring to do extreme sports

 B I’d love to try parachute diving

 C extreme sports are dangerous

 D heart-stopping activities are bad for health

20 Eric: Do you like extreme sports? 

 Brooke: Yes. And                        is my favourite. 

 Which of the following is not suitable to fill   
 in the blank?

 A table tennis    B motor racing 

 C free running   D bungee jumping
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For questions (1-4) choose the correct option to 
fill in the blanks. 

1 I prefer sky sports like                           because  
 they are entertaining and exciting.

 A kayaking 

 B bungee jumping

 C rafting  

 D hang-gliding

2 Rita: Why do you prefer skiing?

    Kay: Because it is                                                 .

 A less exciting than any other sports 

 B my least favourite winter sport 

 C the best indoor activity  

 D more enjoyable than the other winter sports

3 Edward: What do you think about BASE jumping?

     Luke: It’s very dangerous!                                   .

 A It sounds great 

 B I’m afraid of heights

 C I’d love to try it

 D I’m into extreme sports

4 

 Stephen tried                                  in the Rocky   
 Mountains in Canada last year.

 A mountain biking  

 B parachuting

 C ice climbing

 D snowshoeing

5 

 Which of the following option best describes   
 the picture above? 

 A Caving is more mysterious than any other   
  sport. 

 B I think ice skating is for girls. 

 C I’d like to try hang-gliding this summer. 

 D Snowboarding is the most enjoyable winter  
  activity.
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6 I  I love parkour running because it is easy   
  and fun. It also keeps me fit.

 II  Sure. I’d love to help you.

 III  Hello, Chris. I’m making a survey about    
  people’s favourite sports. Can I ask you    
  a few questions?

 IV  What’s your favourite sport and why?

 Put the dialogue into correct order.

 A  I - III - II - IV  B III - II - IV - I

 C II - III - I - IV   D IV - II - III - I

7 I like trying different extreme sports. My    
 favourite is rafting. I’m an adventurous     
 person.

 Which of the following pictures best describes   
 the sentence above?

 A         B 

 C         D

Answer the questions (8-10) according to the 
passage below. 

My best friend Gina is an adrenaline seeker. She 
loves doing hang-gliding when she goes to the 
countryside on holiday in spring. She says flying a 
hang-glider is the most fascinating thing she has 
ever tried. She likes watching the scenery while 
flying just like a bird. In summer, when she goes 
to a holiday resort, she doesn’t prefer sunbathing 
on the beach. She would rather go scuba diving or 
snorkelling. She finds it entertaining to swim along 
the reefs. She feels free while she is swimming 
with a lot of fish under water. She wants to join an 
underwater photography course. She says there 
is a fantastic world at the bottom of the sea.

8 Which extreme sport is not mentioned in    
 the paragraph?

 A Scuba diving  B Hang-gliding

 C Snorkelling   D Parachuting

9 What IS the most enjoyable thing for Gina?

 A Flying a hang-glider 

 B Going on a holiday

 C Sunbathing on the beach

 D Joining a camp in the countryside

10 Gina likes scuba diving and snorkelling    
 because she                                               .

 A likes flying 

 B prefers sunbathing

 C likes swimming along the reefs

 D prefers staying in a holiday resort
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Answer the questions (1-3) according to the 
passage below. 

Elizabeth has tried many different sports and 
activities so far. She usually plans something 
exciting for the weekend. Last Sunday, she tried 
BASE jumping. It was an incredible experience 
for her. She found it more challenging than the 
other sports she had done before. Her parents are 
worried about her, because they think extreme 
sports are dangerous. However, Elizabeth wants 
to push her limits to feel free.

1 Which of the following is correct about     
 Elizabeth? 

 A She tried BASE jumping, but didn’t like it at  
  all. 

 B She prefers doing the same sport every    
  weekend.

 C She thinks BASE jumping is less challenging  
  than other sports.

 D She does extreme sports because she likes   
  the excitement and freedom.

2 Elizabeth                                        when she does  
 extreme sports. 

 A feels free  

 B is worried

 C wants to do safe sports

 D worries about her parents

3 Elizabeth’s parents                                                 .

 A encourage Elizabeth to do extreme sports 

 B don’t want Elizabeth to do extreme sports

 C have tried many different sports and     
  activities so far

 D feel free when they do extreme sports

Answer the questions (4-6) according to the 
passage below. 

Kayaking is a water sport that involves paddling 
using an oar and a small boat. This small boat 
is called a kayak. The kayak usually holds one 
paddler, but there are some kayaks that hold two 
or three people. Rivers, lakes and oceans are 
popular spots for kayaking, and everyone from 
beginner to experts can enjoy the sport. The 
only equipment you need is a kayak. However, a 
beginner should have a life jacket too.

4 Which of the following is correct about     
 kayaking? 

 A It is only for experts.

 B It means swimming in rivers, lakes and    
  oceans.

 C It is a popular water sport.

 D It requires a lot of equipment.

5 A kayak                                                             .

 A is only for one person

 B means life jacket

 C may hold more than three people

 D is a kind of small boat

6 If you go kayaking for the first time, you   
                                                             .

 A cannot enjoy the sport

 B should wear a life jacket

 C have to do it in the ocean

 D might not find it entertaining
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Answer the questions (7-9) according to the 
passage below. 

Hi. My name is Bryan. I’m an adrenaline seeker. 
I’ve done a lot of different extreme sports so far. 
My favourite is bungee jumping! It’s one of the most 
exciting sports in the world. I tried it last summer 
in Bangkok, Thailand when I went on holiday with 
my brother Alex. I saw the information booklet 
about bungee jumping. Alex worried about me and 
said I should not try it, but I thought I had to try 
it, and I made an appointment. At 10 a.m., I went 
to the site. When I saw it, it was very high, I got 
afraid. "I don’t think I can do it," I thought. Then 
I felt brave and decided to do it. I closed my eyes 
and jumped. First, I was terrified, but then I got 
really excited. I felt the challenge and freedom. 
Would I do it again? Yes!

7 Which of the following is correct about     
 Bryan?

 A He thinks extreme sports are dangerous.

 B He tried bungee jumping on a vacation.

 C He tried bungee jumping in the evening.

 D He doesn’t want to do bungee jumping    
  again.

8 Which is of the following is not correct?

 A Bryan loves trying extreme sports.

 B Bryan finds bungee jumping fascinating.

 C At first, Bryan thought he couldn’t do it.

 D Byran listened to his brother and gave up   
  jumping.

9 Bryan believes that bungee jumping is            .

 A dangerous   B scary

 C exciting    D worrying

Answer the questions (10-12) according to the 
passage below. 

My name’s Jessica. My best friend Pam and I are 
going on a holiday next month. Pam loves extreme 
sports. She goes mountain climbing every month. 
She also does bungee jumping in summer. I’m not 
into adventure sports. I don’t want to take the risk 
of being hurt. I prefer less challenging sports like 
scuba diving. I find it peaceful and relaxing, but 
Pam thinks that it’s boring. Well, we decided on 
trying rafting on holiday. It will be our first rafting 
experience, so we’re excited.

10 Pam                                                                .

 A is an adventure seeker 

 B often goes rafting in summer

 C thinks bungee jumping is risky

 D rarely does extreme sports

11 Jessica prefers scuba diving to mountain    
 climbing or bungee jumping because              .

 A mountain climbing and bungee jumping are  
  relaxing

 B she would rather do risk-free sports

 C scuba diving is dangerous

 D she’s very good at mountain climbing and   
  bungee jumping

12 Jessica and Pam                                                      .

 A go rafting every month

 B will try rafting a month later

 C are both fond of extreme sports

 D want to do bungee jumping together




